
Why do we use insects in art?



Entomology is the scientific name for the study of insects, 
how could an entomologist help these people or how could 
these people help an entomologist?

On whiteboards, work with the people on 
your table to write down at least one 
reason a scientist, an artist, a teacher and a 
farmer need entomologyScientist

Artist

Teacher Farmer



Artists – Entomologists 

help to preserve the 

diversity and extraordinary 

beauty of insects which 

artists utilize for designs 

and patterns

Scientists – By studying 

insects, entomologists have 

helped to produce much of 

our current knowledge on 

inheritance, physiology, and 

ecology

Farmers – Crops and food products 

are consumed or spoiled by insects. 

Entomologists are working to 

sustain optimal agricultural 

production throughout the world. 

The work of veterinary 

entomologists protects livestock 

from insect-borne illnesses

Teachers –

Teachers use 

entomology in the 

classroom to teach 

basic biological 

principles and 

concepts



Raku Inoue –
Insects made from nature

Inspired by the art of ikebana – a 
traditional style of Japanese flower 
arranging - artist Raku Inoue hand-
crafts bugs using materials from his 
garden. He transforms his garden 
waste, including sticks, seeds and 
petals, to create his Natura Insects 
series. “I think about the main shape 
of the insect,” he says, “and try to find 
something to satisfy that. It’s very 
much like a puzzle.”

https://www.instagram.com/reikan_creations/?hl=en


Task this lesson: To make an 
insect using nature and 
natural forms inspired by 
artist Raku Inoue 

Gather your sticks, seeds and other materials, cut out flowers, leaves and 
natural forms from the coloured paper. Assemble your materials like a puzzle 
to create an insect!



Homework: A research page in your book 
about Raku Inoue 

The page needs a picture of his work and 
some information about the artist – you 
could also write about what we have done in 
the lesson today!

As a bonus task you could find your own leaves 
and sticks to make an insect to go in your book!


